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Electric: Plugged Into Life 

 
Every great athlete and every championship team has that something extra which sets 

them apart. It moves them from GOOD to GREAT. It’s something you can almost 

touch: power, intensity, strength, energy, magnetism. They are electric. 

 

“To be Electric is to be dynamic, powerful, influential, alive.” 

 

e-lec-tric c 1640 Latin electrum “amber, pale gold” 

dynamic-influential-powerful-aggressive-intense-driving-energetic-alive 

 
“Many of life’s failures are people who did not realize how close they were to success 

when they gave up.” Thomas Edison 

 

e-lec-tric po-ten-tial  late 14c. Latin potenia “power 

 

The combination of these two words means the highest, most powerful, level you can 

achieve. Potential requires practice. The way you practice is much more important than 

where and when. 

 

Electric Potential 

 
Inside your brain are chains of neurons. Every movement, thought, feeling sends an 

electronic signal across that chain. The more you accurately repeat a specific action, 

thought or feeling, the more coating goes over these chains of neurons. This coating is 

called myelin. The more myelin you have the quicker the electrical signal travels 

through your brain. 

 

If you look inside the brain of people like NBA and WNBA athletes, Olympians, and top 

level performers, you will find loads of myelin.  
 

GOOD NEWS! Myelin is grown. Getting good at basketball, soccer, football, 

volleyball, music even math, science and English happens over time. You can grow 



myelin in all these areas with specific training and practice. In fact, according to research, 

students and athletes who have greater amounts of discipline and hard work are more 

successful than the ones who are labeled “really smart or talented”. 

 

Electric Potential 

 
Question: How do you build myelin and speed up your electrical impulse? 

 
Answer #1: You must      . Actually, mistakes are 

necessary in order to learn. Myelin grows best in a climate of difficulty and challenge. 

For example, colts can walk immediately after birth, because their circuits have myelin 

already present. Human babies, however, have no myelin present for walking. They 

create it every time they try, fall down, and get back up. Every time they struggle and try 

to walk, they build the electrical mastery needed to succeed. 

 

“Nearly every man who develops an idea works at it up to the point where it looks 

impossible, and then gets discouraged. That’s not the place to become discouraged.” 

Thomas Edison 

 
Answer #2: You must be      . Every time you accurately 

repeat a skill, you build myelin; but you can’t build it if the skill isn’t practiced well, 

and the same way each time. That’s why how you practice matters. Someone who goes 

and shoots around isn’t building myelin. But and athlete who shoots at game speed, from 

the same spot, in the same way, 10 times in a row has a better chance of building the 

crucial brain component necessary for greatness. 

 

The average person will practice until they get it right; the great person will practice until 

they can’t get it wrong. 

You need to struggle, you need to repeat a skill over and over again until you can’t get it 

wrong, you need to love repetition, you need to make mistakes, you need to keep trying.  

 

DARE TO BE GREAT! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 


